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Abstract—Pneumonia is an infection that causes the air
sacs to swell in one or both lungs. Air bags can be filled
with fluid or pus (pap material), which can cause mucus
or pus, fever, chills and difficulty breathing. Many
organisms, including bacteria, viruses and fungi, can
cause pneumonia. In this paper we used the data mining
tool orange and work on image analytics project. We
used the two algorithms, that one is deep learning model
Neural Network and then we applied the classification
model that named is Logistic Regression. For this
method we take the Chest X-rays images data set,that is
taken by kaggle. In Chest X-ray two types of images,
one is normal images and the second images are effected
with pneumonia disease. After this we trained and test
the model, and predict the how many patients that have
Pneumonia according to the given data set. That two
algorithms predict the disease Pneumonia in the form of
Yes or No. After that experiments we see the results,
that is Logistic Regression give us the better accuracy
on the prediction of disease.

not pickled in time, may be life aggressive.So the
expert knowledge and skill are mandatory to deliver
the report or image the chest X-ray carefully. For
babies and young children, people older than 65
years, and people with health situations or cooperated
immune systems, it is most dangerous. Many germs
have the potential to cause pneumonia. Symptoms of
the pneumonia are the chest pain,when you are breath
or cough,Fever sweating and shaking chills, Nausea,
vomiting or diarrhea, shortness of breath etc.
Images are often use to diagnose disease like ultra
sound, X-rays etc. Pictures are the 1st procedure or
process to detect the internal disorders of body.These
picture provide a better internal view and its help
doctors for diagnose the internal disease.
So we see the Chest X-ray Fig 1, that is described
the normal lungs and effected lungs with Pneumonia.

Keywords---Pneumonia, Data mining tool, Neural
Network, Logistic Regression, Chest X-rays, Predictions,
Orange.

I.

INTRODUCTION

“Pneumonia are unique of the principal causes of
infant mortality. The identify the indicators, the basic
steps of identifying the maintenance system, select
the software and equipment it is used.”[1].
Pneumonia results in swelling of the lungs which, if

Fig 1: Normal Lung & effected lungs with pneumonia
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In figure 1 the left one is normal Chest X-ray and
2nd one is Pneumonia Chesy X-ray. The lungs with
pneumonia that is effected part will appear in white
colour in the chest x-ray. The white shadow in the
effected X-ray picture that is caused by filled in
lungs air sacs.
So in the field of computer science there are many
softwares and tools which are made for predicting
these types of disease using some models. In this
paper we are also working on some models to predict
the disease on images dataset provided by patient
Chest X-rays. We are using orange tool to predict the
pneumonai with the help of algorithms. We apply the
two different models that are predicted the
pneumonia in form of yes or not. After that when we
apply the neural network that is deep learning
algorithm, the accuracy is 95% and the predict the
pneumonia disease. When we apply the logistic
regression algorithm that is classification algorithm,
the accuracy is 97% and give us the maximum
pneumonia predictions.
II. LITERATURE RIVIEW
“In this paper [2] the author proved that the proposed
methodologies discussed the sample group, disease
heterogeneous nature and scientific batch effects
challenges correctly and advanced a very fast then
reliable classifier using RNA sequencing for UIP
classification”
“The proposed system consists of five convolution
layers with 2 kernels and detections of LeakyReLU,
followed by a pooling layer with size equal to the
final feature maps and three dense layers. The last
dense layer has seven outputs, corresponding to the
classes considered: safe, ground glass opacity
(GGO), micronodules, consolidation, reticulation,
cracks and a GGO / reticulation combination” [3].
“In this paper [4] the author develop AN formula that
may observe respiratory illness from chest X-rays at
level extraordinary active radiologists. Our formula
could be a 121-layer virtual neural network trained
on Chi X-Net, Chest X-ray 14, which is currently the
most important publicly accessible chest X-ray
dataset that contains one hundred, X-ray images of
fourteen diseases. Four tutorial radiologists read,
explain a checklist, and we compare ChiXnet's
performance to that of a radiologist. We find that

CheXNet F1 exceeds the average performance of a
medical specialist on metrics. Our tendency is to
increase Che Cheets Net to observe 14 diseases in 14
chest x-rays and to come up with the best state results
related to 14 diseases.”.
“This work investigates opportunities for applying
machine learning solutions for automatic detection
and localization of respiratory illness on chest x-ray
pictures. we have a tendency to propose AN
ensemble of 2 convolutional neural networks,
particularly RetinaNet and Mask R-CNN for
respiratory illness detection and localization. we have
a tendency to valid our answer on a recently free
dataset of twenty six, 684 pictures from Kaggle
respiratory illness Detection Challenge and were
score among the highest third-dimensional of
submitted solutions”[5].
“In this paper author described the COVID-19 and
they used the covid data set for the pneumonia
prediction. This paper investigates deep learning
strategies for mechanically analyzing question chest
X-ray pictures with the hope to bring exactitude tools
to health professionals towards screening the
COVID-19 and identification confirmed patients.
during this context, coaching datasets, deep learning
architectures and analysis methods are experimented
from in public open sets of chest X-ray pictures.
Chest X-ray take a look at pictures of COVID-19
infected patients area unit with success diagnosed
through detection models preserved for his or her
performances. The power of planned health
indicators is highlighted through simulated situations
of patients presenting infections and health issues by
combining real and artificial health information”[6].
“This study proposes a convolutional neural network
model trained from scratch to classify and discover
the presence of respiratory illness from a set of chest
X-ray image samples. It is troublesome to get an
oversized quantity of respiratory illness dataset for
this classification task; so, we tend to deployed many
knowledge augmentation algorithms to enhance the
validation and classification accuracy of the CNN
model and achieved outstanding validation
accuracy”[7].
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III.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Q 1: What are the predictions of normal and effected
patients of the pneumonia?
Q 2: In which algorithms give us the better accuracy
and predictions?
IV.

images of normal chest X-Ray and the 50 images of
pneumonai chest X-Ray.
Following the Table 1 we describe the above
information in tabular form and also see the picturse
of normal chest x-ray and effected by pneumonai
chest x-rays.

METHODOLOGY

The study of methodology that in this section we will
discuss about dataset, tools and algorithms that I have
used in this paper.
A. TOOLS DISCRIPTION

Table 1: X-Ray Images Detail
Chest X-Ray
Datasets

Normal
Images

Pneumonai
Images

Train Images

50

80

130

Test Images

20

50

70

Total Images

In ths section we chose the data mining tool orange
for the predictions and check the accuracy of the
effected paitients.The tools ara accessible for
permitted resources on the internet. After that we
sufferunf the internet we chose the two algorithms of
classification and deep learning and meaure the
accuracy and predctions.
ORANGE: It also a data mining tool and easily
available over the internet. It has an feature of open
source and it provides the best visulization than weka
tool. It also provides the feature such as drag and
drop. This tool is very useful for the executions of
machine learning algorithms. It provides amazing
GUI and add-ons facility. It has python scripting as
well. This tool is very helpful for researchers and
many researches had already done in it.
B. DATA SET EXPLANATION

Fig 2: Normal Chest X-Ray

Data set have taken from kaggle and data set name
are pneumonia Chest X-Ray images data set. In
which data set are described how much data set are
used.
Chest X-Ray images are contain two different
datasets. One is the train dataset images in which
included normal images of chest X-Ray and
pneumonia images of X-Ray. In train data we take
the 50 images of normal chest X-Ray and the 80
images of pneumonai chest X-Ray.
Second is the test dataset images in which also
included normal images of chest X-ray which is not
effected by pneumonai and also included effected
images of chest X-Ray. In test data we take the 20

Fig 3: Pneumonai Chest X-Ray

Firstly we import our dataset using imort images.
After that we use Image embedding to inhance the
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variables of dataset. After embedding data we use
concatenate node and concatenate data of normal and
effected datatables.
C. ALGORITHMS DESCRIPTION
After import the images and experiments we chose
the algorithms for train the model. Ist we apply the
deep learning model that Neural Network and then
we apply the second classification algorithm that are
Logistic Regression.
•

pneumonai and ‘no’ are those values that are not
effected by pneumonia.
We use concatenate icon for merge the train and test
dataset images. After that we see the data table that is
data together for the better results. We create the train
file in excel sheet and write the 130 values in form of
yes or no, because we train the model for the test data
then we conclude the better results.

Neural Network

Neural networks are a set of algorithms that are freely
modeled according to the principle of the human
brain, which are designed to recognize patterns. They
interpret sensory data through a kind of machine
perception, labeling, or raw input methods. Working
of Neural network is a way similar to the working of
human brain neuron network. Neural network
"neurons" are mathematical applications that
accumulate and catalogue information according to
the design of a particular designer. The Neural
Network consist of layers that are connected with
nodes.
•

Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a classification algorithm used
to establish observations on a set of classes. Some
examples of classification problems are email or non
spam, fake or not fake online transactions, malignant
or benign. Logistic regression changes its output
using the sigmid logistic function to return potential
values.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK IN ORANGE

In this section we will discuss about the experiment
of pneumonia dataset and perform the orange tool.
First we have drag the import images icon and import
the dataset images that already taken from kaggle.
After that we drag the image viewer and image
embedding icons. Image embedding used for the
more features of data that is more important for our
predictions and accuracy.
We should select the target variables that is
categorical data for the pneumonai prediction in form
of yes or no. ‘Yes’ are those value that is effected by

Fig 4: Merge data for train the model

In this fig we see that 50 values of ‘no’ that shows
the normal paitients and 80 values of ‘yes’ that
shows the effected persons, these vlaues that we
create the excel sheet and merge in the table form in
orange tool for train the model.
After that we use the column icon and apply
algorithms Neural Network and Logistic regression
to train these models.
Similar process is applied on test dataset and
connects it with select column of train dataset to
predict the data. Similar as above method we create
the test file in excel sheet and write the 70 values in
form of Question mark ?, because we test the model
that are given values true or not and predict the
results with the best algoritms.
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Fig 6: Work flow diagram in orange tool

Fig 5: Merge data for test the model

For prediction In this fig we see that 20 values of ‘no’
that shows the normal paitients and 50 values of
‘yes’ that shows the effected persons, and total values
are 70 that represent in question mark ?. these vlaues
that we create the excel sheet and merge in the table
form in orange tool for prediction the images that are
effected or not.
After that we use test and score nodes to check the
accuracy of algorithms and apply some visualization
nodes for better results. Also attached the prediction
node for predict the normal and effected patients.

Work flow of the orange tool show the image
analytics project with different nodes of attached the
two algorithms with best vizulization nodes.

VI: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Now in this section we will discuss the results that
we get the after experiment in orange tool.
When we apply the prediction node on the test data
set model attached with two nodes of algorithms then
we see the different results of prediction in form of
ssyes or not. Show the results in fig 7 below:

At the end in fig 6 we show that the work flow of
orange with different nodes is attached for better
accuracy and prediction results.
All over the project work done in data mining tool
orange for the predictions of pneumonia in chest XRay detest. Orange nodes with connects each other
and see that test and score with predictions and
visualization widget’s.

Fig 7: Prediction Results
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In this section we report our results of predictions
followed by the given algorithms. In logistic
regression give us the better results for predict the
pneumonai in form of yes or not. Because logistic
regression accuracy is better then Neural Network. In
the other hand the Neural Network also perom the
good predictions, but not more than logistic
regression model. Logistic regression are better
understand the predict pneumonai disease than the
neural network.
If we zoom the fig 7, we see that Ist 20 values that
are described the prediction of pneumonai that the
form of “no or yes”. ‘No’ stand for normal chest XRay and ‘yes’ satnd for effected by pneumonai chest
X-ray. All these values predict by the train models.
After that we show the accuracy table by the test and
score node that attached with the logistic regression
and Neural Network algorithms.

results. The more efficient results in orange that we
use the satter plot for the better visulization of
algorithms accuracy.

Fig 9: Scatter plot on Pneumonai results

Scatter plots are surely one of the best method
visualizations in Orange.

Fig 8: Accuracy of Algorithms
Fig 10: Confusion matrix on LR results

In the above “fig 8” we compare the results of two
different algorithms that we apply on dataset on the
basis of different X-Ray images, basically we are
comparing the accuracy of these two algorithms and
find out that Logistic Regression give us the better
accuracy during prediction.

In confusion matrix fig shows the positvie and
negative reults. In green colour values shows the
positive and efficient accuracy results and the red
colour give us the negative or wrong results.

In NN model the classification accuracy is 95%,
which not more efficient from the Logistic
Regression percentage.
In Logistic Regression algorithem the classification
accuracy is 97%, which is more efficient from the
Neural Network percentage.
Fig11: Distribution results for pneumonai

After that for better understanding we attach the
different nodes of visulization with test and score
icon and perform the different results in the form of
graph that describes the all normal and pneumonai

Red line shows the ‘Yes’ values for Pneumonia
symptoms and blue line shows the ‘No’ values in
Logistic Regression model.
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Fig 12: Line plot in LR results

All the visulization figures shows the same results
but different graph styles for better understanding.

VII. CONCLUSION
We conclude that in this paper we use image
analytics project on different chest X-Ray Images for
prediction of pneumonai. In this paper we use two
different algorithms that are neural network and
logistic regression. Ist of all we apply neural network
algorithm on train data set to train our model and 2nd
algorithm that we use is logistic regression. After
prediction we conclude that logistic regression give
us 97% prediction accuracy and neural network give
us 95% accuracy. Both algorithms are better for
predictions but in this project we can say that the
logistic regression give us better results for prediction
on pneumonia disease.

VIII. FUTURE WORK
In furture research, we can use any kind of data set
for prediction and apply more algorithms to generate
different result. We use the different tool like Knime,
Python, Rapid Miner, Weka in classification and
clustring algorithms and compare the different kinds
of results for more efficient work and predictions.

